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President of Zionist Organization Arrives

Dr. Chaim Weizmann, President of the
World Zionist Organization
arrived on
December 2, 1923. The purpose of Dr.
\Veizmann's visit is to organize Jews outside of the Zionist movement for common
effort on behalf of Palestine.
His first
public appearance was made before the
National Council of the Keren Hayesod
which met December 9th, at the Hotel
Astor, New York. The following evening
he addressed an enthusiastic meeting of
1500 Zionists who filled the Grand Ball
Room of the Astor Hotel to capacity.
Dr. Weizrnann made a particular appeal [Q
the leaders of Jewish philanthropy
in
America and also to thousands of union
workers who still remain to be enlisted
on behalf of Zion.
The Jewish unions will be more responsive to the appeal of our leader. They are
developing a keen interest in Palestine
-~~<-~-.-'~-<work. UilOer-1he-Ieadership of Max Pine;"
one of the heads of the United Hebrew
Trades which has 200,000 members a large
banquet was held. At this gathering it
was determined to raise a fund of $150,000
to help the workingmen in Palestine.
This is the first time direct assistance has
been given to Zion by these radicals.
Similar drives will undoubtedly follow in
the future.
Jew Invents Sign Language
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able to detect forgeries. His assistance has
been solicited by many who are baffled
by still unsolved mysteries.
Pogroms

in Bavaria

The wave of pogroms which started in
the Ukraine
has come to Germany.
Berlin recently was the scene of antisemitic outrages.
A number of groups of
well organized hooligans proceeded to the
Jewish quarters, and armed with missiles
and weapons of all descriptions, proceeded
to break into shops and beat up the Jews
whom they encountered in the
street.
The inhabi tan ts of the Jewish quarters
were taken by surprise.
The police interfered but little with the activities of the
bandits.
When the pillage extended to
large proportions they finally intervened
and dispersed the rioters.

JewsjExpelled~from

Munich

Four hundred Jews were expelled from
the city of Munich, Bavaria.
All Jews
not born in Bavaria even those born in
other parts of Germany are being evicted
by the Bavarian anti-semitic government.
A number of those exiled have resided
in Munich for twenty or thirty years and
are employers of numbers of German
workingmen.
These victims have found
refuge in Vienna.
In the meantime various governments have protested against
this act of barbarism, among them being
Poland.
The latter, regardless of the fact
that it mistreats its Jewish population
at home, has taken upon itself the role
of a good friend of Jews outside of its
own dominions.
Muccabean Tomb Discovered in Palestine

While the new Palestine is being built,
Jews Organize Self Defense
the ;'~~:- .• p"Jp~6ne is beinll excavarpn.
The Jews have organized a self -d~f~;;-;--in'th~valley
~f'K;d~~n,- workingmen ~ho
group composed of ex-soldiers who fought
were excavating the ruins discovered an
at the front. This new organization aims
ancient family tomb that was built prior
to protect Jewish lives and property and
to the days of the Maccabees.
On the
is prepared to do battle with anti-semitic
tomb were inscribed the names, Joshua
bandits intent on committing pillage and
Simon and Sholom-s-Zion.
It is believed
murder.
that these three were members of a noted
priestly family of the period. In the meantime Jewish representatives
are taking
steps for the removal of the relics to the
quarters of the National Hebrew Museum
at Jerusalem.

Detective work is a new field for the
Jew. But, here, too, he is proving his
excellence. Twenty five detectives of New
York City are studying a sign language
invented for sleuths by Aaron Horugman
of Montreal and his thirteen year old
daughter Lillian. By means of this language police officials may communicate
with each other in the presence of prisoners
or suspects without being detected.
The
code is based on such natural acts as
moving a cigar in one's mouth, or adjusting
a tie, or looking at a watch.
The detective
students are devoting two hours a day to
their study.
This Jewish contribution to the detection
of crime does not stand alone. America
has among its recent visitors
Rafael
Scherman, a Polish Jew. Scherman has
the unique power of divining from a
person's handwriting his character, his past
deeds, and his illness. He has demonstrated his powers before the New York
police. Scherman has aided in the detection of many crimes and is particularly
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Arabs Friendly to Jews

From Shechem comes the encouraging
news that a singer who appeared before
an Arabic audience to sing an insulting
song about the Jews was driven from the
gathering after being roundly beaten.
In
Beisan a number of Arab notables appeared
before High Commissioner Samuel, who
was then visiting the district, and protested
against the Arab executive who was misleading the people and striving to rouse
a feeling of hostility against the Jews.
They declared that the newcomers were
proving a blessing to the country and
developing the land for the benefit of all.
Becomes Jew at 82

Statuette Presented to Lord Balfour

Warsaw is agog with the case of an
eighty- two year old soldier who reverted
to Judaism. after a lapse of seventy three
years.
It appears that in 1850 a young Jewish
lad of nine, named Abraham Schwerg was
kidnapped by Russian agents who sent
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An Outbreak

Louis Rosenthal
Sculptor

of Balfour Statuette

him to be trained for the Russian army.
There he was baptized and the name of
Abraham
was
changed
to Vladimir.
Secretly, however, the young Jew retained
his faith which he observed as much as
possible.
He remained a bachelor for he
feared that marriage might interfere with
his plan of some day becoming reunited
with the Jewish people. Finally, after the
Revolution
he moved to Warsaw where
he appeared at the office of the Rabbinate
and" requested that he again be formally
allowed to assume the duties of Judaism.
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In Ireland

Budapest's Benny Leonard

The Jews of Budapest
have amongst
them a well known prizefighter,
Molnar,
who has on more than one occasion
demonstrated
his ability to give and take
a beating.
Recently while walking along
the streets of the city at night he was
accosted
by three anti-semitic
ruffians.
These were in the habit of watching for
any Jew who happened to come along the
street, and after asking for his identification, to proceed to beat him up. Numerous
A Thirteen Year Old Martyr
complaints were lodged with the governFrom Witebsk
in Russia comes the
ment concerning this anti-j ewish activity,
amazing story or Illeinartyrd'-cllll oia <itu . -If" but practically
no action has been taken
lad, a son of one of the leading Bolsheviks
to curb the evil. Molnar was approached
of the city. The father, who was an
by these three rowdies who ordered him
ardent
Communist,
forbade his son to
to halt.
learn any Hebrew or even to enter the
"Identify
yourself,"
they said to him.
synagogue.
The lad disobeyed his father's
Molnar
who
knew
what
these blackinjunction and secretly continued to learn
guards
were after, proceeded
to make
Hebrew and prepare for his Barmitzvah
himself known, not however in the usual
as he was approaching the age of thirteen,
fashion.
The father did not note anything
until
"I am Molnar," he cried out and then
the date of the ceremony arrived when
proceeded to prove it with his fists. His
his son boldly announced
his intenti~m
antagonists
were taken by surprise and
to enter the synagogue and perform the
before they could collect their wits they
ritual.
This aroused
the wrath of the
found
themselves
on
the
pavement.
father who took steps to prevent any such
Molnar, however, did not halt.
He picked
action.
The youth,
broken hearted
at
up his three would-be captors and taking
the destruction of all his hopes, committed
them in an iron grip dragged them to
suicide.
Large numbers
of the townsthe police headquarters.
people attended the funeral and followed
the hearse through the streets to its la1st
Today Molnar is the hero of the Jews
resting place.
of Budapest.
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The Earl of Balfour was recently the
recipient of a miniature statue sculptured
by Louis Rosenthal of Baltimore at the
direction of the Zionists of America.
Dr. Chaim Weizmann,
President of the
Zionist Organization made the presentation
speech.
He expressed the hope that Balfour would be present at the opening of
the Hebrew University
which will begin
activity next June.
The statuette
is of gold and silver and
is eleven inches high.
I t is in the form
of a memorial
shaft surrounded
by a
tiny statue of Balfour.
On the shaft are
two tablets "To Arthur James Balfour
from the Jews of the United States of
America" and the other in Hebrew "They
shall beat their swords into ploughshares
and their spears
into pruning
hooks;
Nation shall not lift sword against Nation
neither shall they learn war any more."
Hungarian Jew-ish School. Threatened

True to her anti-j ewish policy, the
Hungarian
Government
has withdrawn
its support
from the Jewish
schools.
Nearly
one hundred
of these schools,
maintained
at such tremendous
cost by
the Jews of that impoverished and intolerant land, have already closed and many
others
are threatened
with the same
melancholy fate.
Of all the Jewries of Europe, the Hungat.lil,n bas suffered the most in the recen t
upheaval.
I t was suddenly
transformed
from a comfortable
body enjoying
full
citizenship
rights into a Pariah, into a
body of outcasts that is entirely beyond
the pale of the law.
Yet, and in the
midst of all these persecu tions and miseries.
Hungarian Jewry has striven to maintain
its Jewish schools and to educate its young
in the spirit of its fathers.
This last
glimmer of hope seems to be doomed now
unless we come speedily to our harrassed
brothers'
relief!
The Central Relief Fund has cared for
the cultural
needs of the war-suffering
J ewries ever since the need for palliative,
and immediate physical relief, became less
pressing.
Central
Relief is caring for
the rearing of the Jewish Youth wherever
the native populations of Jewry are unable
to do so. I t is aiding by monthly subventions the Jewish schools of Hungary.
But
if the support
previously
extended
was
meagre and barely enough to keep them
going, what will it he now, when their
burciens are greatly enlarged?
American Jewry, by its generous aid
at tl-e present day, can save the threatened
Jewish schools-and
the Jewish future
of Hungary if it will but will it,
Jew-ish Football Team in Palestine
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Gift to Balfour

The city of Dublin in Ireland is aroused
by mysterious murders of Jews which have
recently taken place.
The second murder
took place under unusual circumstances.
Two Jews named Kahn and Miller walking in Stemen Street in the heart of the
Jewish quarter in Dublin were ordered to
halt.
They were questioned by two men
concerning
their religion.
"Are you Jews?" the men were asked. and
when Kahn and Miller replied that they
were, they were told to run. Shots were
fired after them, Kahn being killed outright and Miller slightly wounded.
The
assassins escaped in a waiting automobile.
Another Jew, Goldberg, was killed near
the same place recently under the similar
circumstances.
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Tb:e Hakoah football team which scored
recently in a match in London with the
Westharn team is proceeding to Palestine
and Egypt to play the local teams.
King
Fuad of Egypt has invited the team to

